Release Notes
K3|pebblestone Cloud (Gen. 2) – April 2020
based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 2020 Wave 1 (v16.0)
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Introduction
In this release we are launching a new App with familiar functionalities. K3|pebblestone PDM
will be soon available in AppSource and this first version includes measurements and two
reports – a Product Sheet and a Measurement Sheet.
This is the start of a new addition to the K3|pebblestone suite. The K3|pebblestone PDM
App will gradually grow with additional functionalities to support brand-owners in performing
their business. In the coming releases we will add the Assembly BOM with specific
functionality to register uses of materials. With the Assembly BOM in place, we can add the
PDM requirement worksheet so purchase orders of the materials can be created based on
sales orders or purchase orders.
Besides the new K3|pebblestone PDM App, we also added some features within the
K3|pebblestone App. We started developing functionalities to better support the Sample
process and in future releases we will enhance this feature.
Within this version you can automatically create a demo environment in the Sandbox. This is a
fully set up demo environment in which you can explore all the possibilities that K3|pebblestone
has to offer.
You can find the details of the additional features in this Release Note.
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K3|pebblestone App
1. Samples
The fashion industry works with many different samples: fitting samples, prototypes, preproduction, production samples, salesman samples, etc. There is typically a large amount of
money involved in the creation of all these different samples.
Brand-owners are keen to have a clear registration of the different samples; however, the
way samples are registered varies between companies. Within K3|pebblestone we have
introduced a sample variant, which allows the registration of samples under the same
collection item number. Working with a sample variant enables you to separate the samples
easily from the regular collection, and you can set up different purchase and sales prices.
Item variants will be created based on the standard sample size, and you can create as
many different sample colours as you need.
On the item card, the automatically created samples are available and can be adjusted if
needed.

By deleting the filters, you can display the complete list of available samples.
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2. Additional Features
2.1 Ratio Curve on Purchase Orders
The Ratio Curve is now also available on the Purchase Order. The quick way of order entry,
which K3|pebblestone already has for sales orders, is now also available for the purchase
orders. This can speed up the purchase order entry process significantly.

2.2 Filter by Variant
You can now place filters on the K3|pebblestone fields which are set at variant level. If you
would like to know which items are available in the base colour red, the filter option down
below allows you to do so.
More filter options are available, please check them out.

2.3 Add Variant Description
K3|pebblestone now displays the variant description in all the places where there is a nonreadable variant code.

2.4 Sales Return Order Report with Matrix
The Sales Return Order Report is now also available with the matrix.
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3. Auto-Create Demo Company in the K3|pebblestone App
We are proud to announce that within this version you can auto-create a demo environment
in the Sandbox.
Firstly, the wizard takes you through the setup steps, and the demo base data is
automatically created in approximately 20 minutes. After this step you can immediately look
around. Meanwhile, it takes approximately another 2 hours for the order history to appear.
When all the steps are done, you have fully set up demo environment in which you can
explore all the possibilities K3|pebblestone has to offer.
If you want to know which data to take for which demo story, please ask for the demo data
guide.
In the sandbox it is possible to auto-create the demo environment.

You can watch the progress of the creation of the companies via the Companies page:

When the Setup Status on the Companies changes to Completed, you can open the new
company.
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To see and adjust the list of packages that are loaded, you can type “K3PF Config.
Packages” in the search bar.
This opens the page with the packages that are applied while creating the demo company.

You can also add your own packages here, with or without pre-processing or postprocessing code-units.
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K3|pebblestone PDM App
release of this separate App will follow shortly
1. Measurements
Measurements are the basis for making clothing – when you measure things you can ensure
that they will fit you correctly.
There are many points of measurement that need to be evaluated when measuring or
grading a garment, for example: Chest, Waist, Hip, Armhole, Cuff Opening, Neck
Circumference, Across Back, Center Back, Collar Length, etc.
With the Measurements functionality of K3|pebblestone, all these points of measurement
can be set up in a flexible way, with various templates and copy functions to simplify the
setup. Different versions of the measurements enable you to monitor the whole process right
through, from design to the final production samples.
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2. Reports
2.1 Measurement Sheet
The measurement sheet is a report with all the details of the measurements, including the
comments and images which have been added during the whole pre-production phase. This
report can either be printed or a PDF file can be created.
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2.2 Product Sheet
The product sheet is a report with all the base data of the product, which can be used for
communicating about the product with a 3rd party. This report can either be printed or a PDF
file can be created.
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